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ABSTRACT: Nanoporous silicon (NPSi) has received significant attention for its potential to contribute to a large number of applications, but has not yet been extensively implemented because of the inability of current state-of-the-art nanofabrication techniques to achieve sufficiently small pore size, high aspect ratio, and process scalability. In this work we describe the fabrication of NPSi via a modified metal-assisted chemical etching (MACE) process in which silica-shell gold nanoparticle (SiO$_2$−AuNP) monolayers self-assemble from solution onto a silicon substrate. Exposure to the MACE etchant solution results in the rapid consumption of the SiO$_2$ spacer shell, leaving well-spaced arrays of bare AuNPs on the substrate surface. Particles then begin to catalyze the etching of nanopore arrays without interruption, resulting in the formation of highly anisotropic individual pores. The excellent directionality of pore formation is thought to be promoted by the homogeneous interparticle spacing of the gold core nanocatalysts, which allow for even hole injection and subsequent etching along preferred crystallographic orientations. Electron microscopy and image analysis confirm the ability of the developed technique to produce micrometer-scale arrays of sub 10 nm nanopores with narrow size distributions and aspect ratios of over 100:1. By introducing a scalable process for obtaining high aspect ratio pores in a novel size regime, this work opens the door to implementation of NPSi in numerous devices and applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nanoporous silicon (NPSi) is a highly multifunctional material with a large number of current and potential applications. Although its fabrication via electrolytic etching was first discussed in 1956 by Uhlir,¹ NPSi has continued to receive significant attention, with modern advanced fabrication and characterization techniques revealing its utility to an ever-growing list of processes and devices. Recent work has highlighted the excellent potential of NPSi in applications including nanofiltration,²−⁴ thermoelectrics,⁵−⁷ lithium-ion battery anodes,⁶−⁸ photovoltaics,⁹−¹⁰ and catalysis.¹¹−¹⁷ Each of these applications stand to benefit from the integration of NPSi with decreased pore size, decreased interpore spacing, and increased pore aspect ratio, yet despite current advancements in nanofabrication technology, NPSi is nearing the limits of its accessible parameter space with regards to these three critical variables. Current state-of-the-art electron beam lithography (EBL) coupled with deep reactive ion etching was recently demonstrated by Liu et al.¹⁸ to be capable of fabricating nanobarrel structures with a wall thickness of 6.7 nm and aspect ratio of 50:1. Although potentially viable for the fabrication of specific components in nanoelectronics, EBL is limited by extremely high costs and processing times to device sizes of square micrometers and therefore not appropriate for any of the above-mentioned applications. Block copolymer lithography has received significant attention as a more scalable alternative and was utilized by Liu et al.¹⁹ in conjunction with plasma etching to produce sub 10 nm features with aspect ratios of 17:1. Both techniques still require bombardment of the substrate with ions in a vacuum, however, meaning that they are intrinsically limited in their ability to be integrated into a high-throughput manufacturing process such as that required for the previously mentioned applications. The resulting implication is that new disruptive approaches capable of unprecedented resolution and morphology control will need to be implemented if the aforementioned applications are to benefit further from the integration of NPSi. In addition, these techniques must be scalable and high-throughput in order to facilitate the economically viable manufacturing of NPSi, while still achieving sub 10 nm pore sizes.
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Such an approach is potentially available in metal-assisted chemical etching (MACE), an electrochemical technique that relies on noble metal-catalyzed anisotropic etching of nanopores in silicon (Si) and other semiconductor materials via a simple, scalable, and low-cost solution-based process.\textsuperscript{10,31} The general reaction mechanism can be explained as follows for a gold catalyst deposited on the surface of a Si substrate and placed in an aqueous solution of hydrofluoric acid (HF) and hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$). H$_2$O$_2$ is first reduced at the nanoparticle surface in what constitutes the cathode reaction.\textsuperscript{31} The holes (h$^+$) generated in this reduction diffuse from the particle to the Si substrate, which is subsequently oxidized and dissolved by the HF at the anode.\textsuperscript{32} The overall reaction also involves the reduction of protons (H$^+$) into hydrogen, which is released as gas (H$_2$).\textsuperscript{33} As etching progresses, the gold nanoparticles maintain their proximity to the Si via van der Waals interactions,\textsuperscript{34} thus continuing to catalyze the reaction.

MACE has recently been the focus of a large body of work in which noble metal patterns are implemented in the etching of positive features such as nanowires\textsuperscript{35,36} and negative features including nanopores\textsuperscript{21,27,30,34,42–49} in Si. Common methods of performing the latter are the deposition of colloidal nanoparticle catalysts on a Si surface,\textsuperscript{43,45} deposition and dewetting of thin films,\textsuperscript{46,47} or growth from solution.\textsuperscript{19,20} Of these techniques, the deposition of presynthesized noble metal nanoparticles by drop-casting or similar methods affords the greatest degree of control over catalyst size, monodispersity, and position. Although this process is intrinsically low cost and very scalable, the etching mobility of nanoparticles along crystallographic orientations is far more difficult to control than interconnected lithographically defined, sputtered, or grown patterns with interfaces planar to the Si substrate. The result is the wandering of the particles laterally and partial loss of anisotropy, leading to significant variation in the pore depth and direction.\textsuperscript{43,47} Causes of this phenomenon are thought to arise from multiple factors, including the nonspherical nature of the particles,\textsuperscript{47} dislodging of the particles by the produced hydrogen gas,\textsuperscript{47} and nonhomogeneous injection of holes from the particles into the surrounding Si.\textsuperscript{50} This challenge is compounded for very small nanoparticles because their shapes become dominated by faceting and no longer resemble spheres.\textsuperscript{51} As a result, very little work has been carried out on the etching of pores in Si via MACE using sub 10 nm nanoparticle catalysts.

Here, we present an entirely solution-based, modified MACE process which has the ability to synthesize NPSi with sub 10 nm pore diameters, sub 10 nm interpore spacing, and pore aspect ratio of over 100:1. The developed method simultaneously allows for the fabrication of ordered nanopore arrays in a novel scale size regime, increases the etching homogeneity and anisotropy of nanoparticle catalyzed MACE, and drastically improves the scalability and high throughput nature of the process relative to conventional lithographic MACE approaches. The simple two-step process is carried out by first drop-casting silica-shell gold nanoparticles (SiO$_2$–AuNPs) onto a crystalline Si substrate. Solvent evaporation then facilitates SiO$_2$–AuNP self-assembly into close-packed monolayer arrays. Second, immersion of the SiO$_2$–AuNP monolayer coated Si into the MACE solution results in the rapid consumption of the silica shells by HF, leaving behind a well-packed array of bare AuNPs on the surface. These AuNPs then seamlessly catalyze nanopore formation with an etching fidelity and consistency previously unobserved in the sub 10 nm regime. Through high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), we characterize the deposited SiO$_2$–AuNP monolayers and arrays of nanopores pre- and post-MACE, respectively, allowing for the detailed monitoring of pore size, interpore spacing, and pore aspect ratio of the resulting NPSi. The developed technique opens new doors for the implementation of MACE to fabricate NPSi with sub 10 nm pore sizes over large areas in a scalable manner, which could help to facilitate the implementation of NPSi as a disruptive material in the previously discussed applications.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. Experimental Procedures. SiO$_2$–AuNPs (5 and 10 nm gold cores) are purchased from Sigma-Aldrich USA. Then, 5 nm particles are diluted 2× with H$_2$O$_2$, followed by a subsequent 5× dilution with acetone. The 10 nm particles are diluted 2× with acetone. Silicon wafers (Virginia Semiconductor Inc.) are boron-doped with resistivity 0.001–0.01 Ω cm and thickness of 275 ± 25 μm. The prepared solutions are drop-cast onto a silicon wafer and allowed to dry in air. The coated substrate is then added to the MACE solution (5.65 M HF, 0.12 M H$_2$O$_2$) for varying times. The sample is removed and rinsed with DI water to stop the reaction. For imaging of pore cross sections, pores are filled with Al$_2$O$_3$ using atomic layer deposition (ALD, Cambridge NanoTech Savannah) for image contrast and conservation of the porous structure. Particle and pore sizes from SEM and TEM images were analyzed using ImageJ and MATLAB. Samples are imaged using a Zeiss Ultra Plus Field-Emission SEM, FEI Helios 660 Focused Ion Beam (for cross-sectional milling) with SEM (with attached EDAX Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy [EDS] Detector), and a JEOL 2100 Transmission Electron Microscope.

2.1. Nanoparticle Deposition. The use of noble-metal nanoparticles deposited from solution to catalyze the etching of nanopores via the MACE process in Si offers the benefit of being a scalable route of manufacturing NPSi. This method comes with its own set of challenges, however, primarily the control of the nanoparticle positioning on the surface, subsequently ensuring that the particle etches in a direction normal to the substrate surface during the process. The former is made difficult by the numerous complex forces that govern the behavior of the nanoparticles both in solution and in the self-assembly process during solvent evaporation. These include van der Waals, electrostatic, steric, solvation, depletion, capillary, convective, and friction forces.\textsuperscript{52} The result of these interactions is that nanoparticles will often tend not to form monolayers of periodic spacing but instead exhibit a clustering behavior. Such a phenomenon is demonstrated in Figure 1A, which shows the aggregation of bare 50 nm AuNPs deposited via drop-casting from solution onto a crystalline Si wafer. This behavior is particularly detrimental to the etching of nanopores via the MACE process. Figure 1B shows an attempt at the etching of nanopores using a similarly aggregated group of bare 50 nm AuNPs, with the overall process shown via schematic in Figure 1C. The result of this attempt is the etching of relatively large, inhomogeneous pits in the Si (Figure 1C, Scheme 2), a morphology which is of little use to most relevant applications that require size-controlled individual pores. Other potentially undesirable results include the lateral etching of the nano- catalyst (Figure 1C, Scheme 3) or lack of etching altogether (Figure 1C, Scheme 4). AuNPs are understood to catalyze etching preferentially in the <100> direction but can also
Figure 1. SEM images of crystalline Si substrate with drop-cast bare 50 nm AuNPs, (A) pre- and (B) post-MACE. (C) Process schematic of typical drop-casting of bare gold nanoparticles in the MACE process. Commonly observed phenomena include vertical etching (1), cluster etching (2), lateral etching (3), and disrupted etching (4). SEM images of crystalline Si substrate with drop-cast 10 nm core SiO$_2$–AuNPs, (D) pre- and (E) post-MACE. (F) Process schematic of the developed SiO$_2$–AuNP MACE process. Scale bars are 100 nm.

deviate from this path because of the nonhomogenous injection of holes from other surrounding catalysts$^{50}$ and their own facets$^{47}$ or to dislodgement by the hydrogen gas produced during etching.

We have addressed these challenges by developing a modified MACE process that involves the self-assembly of SiO$_2$–AuNPs monolayer arrays from solution on a crystalline Si substrate. The SiO$_2$ serves as a sacrificial spacer layer, which acts to maintain separation between the AuNP cores during deposition and self-assembly. Upon immersion into the MACE etchant, the SiO$_2$ shell is rapidly consumed, leaving behind periodically spaced AuNPs that begin the etching process. Figure 1D depicts a monolayer of SiO$_2$–AuNPs with 10 nm gold cores and SiO$_2$ shells of 15–20 nm thickness, whereas Figure 1E displays an etched Si substrate initially coated in a similar monolayer following 1 h of exposure to the MACE solution. Our overall process is demonstrated schematically in Figure 1F.

SiO$_2$–AuNPs can be synthesized in a simple solution chemistry process using tetraethoxysilicate as a precursor with the ability to control shell thickness precisely ranging from 2 to 90 nm.$^{35,54}$ We focus here on the use of 5 and 10 nm diameter gold core SiO$_2$–AuNPs (SiO$_2$ shells thicknesses of 15–20 nm) in order to explore a new pore size regime in NPSi as well as to achieve a fine degree of pore size and interpore spacing control. Figure 2 displays TEM and SEM images of 5 and 10 nm SiO$_2$–AuNPs drop-cast from aqueous solutions of acetone and ultrapure water onto (100) Si wafers. Analysis by TEM (Figure 2A,B) shows both the outer SiO$_2$ shells and the well-spaced inner gold cores. Some regions of monolayer exhibit a well-ordered hexagonal close packed pattern, whereas others are slightly more spaced. Also observable are areas of sparse bilayer formation above the more closely packed monolayers (Figure 2A). The behavior of these partial bilayers during MACE will be discussed later in the context of porosity, interpore spacing, and process control. Figure 2C,D shows lower magnification SEM images of similar 5 and 10 nm SiO$_2$–AuNP arrays over multiple micrometers, elucidating the facile scalability of catalyst deposition. Though further exploration and optimization of different deposition techniques such as slope assembly$^{55}$ need to be carried out in order to achieve centimeter scale arrays of SiO$_2$–AuNP catalysts, there is no fundamental barrier to their realization.

2.3. Etching Characteristics. To demonstrate the time-based progression of the modified MACE process, drop-cast samples were exposed to the etchant solution for 15, 30, and 60 min (Figure 3). These images show progression of the MACE process after dissolution of SiO$_2$ shells. For both particle sizes, the SiO$_2$ shells should dissolve almost immediately after introduction to the MACE solution, leaving homogeneously spaced arrays of bare AuNPs. Many 5 nm core particles are observed to begin etching into the Si within 15 min (Figure 3A), whereas few 10 nm core particles demonstrate etching within the same time interval. After 60 min, most of the particles have etched into the Si and are no longer visible on the surface for both 5 and 10 nm samples. Even though ideally, all particles should etch into the Si once their SiO$_2$ shells are dissolved, there are two possible reasons as to why this may not occur: (1) Once a particle’s shell has etched, it may make contact with the Si surface either on a facet vertex or an edge of one of its crystal grains. Because the hole injection rate from a single particle is directly proportional to its contact surface area with the Si, its etching rate would be drastically lower than a particle with a planar interface between its facet and the Si surface. (2) Depending on the distribution of SiO$_2$ shell thicknesses of particles, some particles may start etching before their neighbors in close proximity, causing a small number of
particles to stay on the surface because of the lack of hole injection in the near vicinity from surrounding particles that have already penetrated the substrate.

Because directional etching is promoted by uniform hole injection into the Si, particles lacking adjacent neighboring particles are less likely to etch downward or at all. A promising observation is that little to no lateral or cluster etching has taken place after 60 min, possibly explained by the high degree of uniformity in hole injection from the closely spaced AuNPs, which seems to promote anisotropic etching in the <100> direction. As a result, we conclude that the quality of NPSi depends primarily on the quality and monodispersity of the SiO$_2$–AuNPs being MACE processed as well as the quality of the self-assembled monolayer produced.

2.4. NPSi Morphology. To elucidate quantitatively the morphology of the fabricated NPSi, Si substrates produced via a 60 min modified MACE process were analyzed on various length scales to obtain information on pore size and interpore spacing by statistical analysis. The commercially purchased stock 5 nm SiO$_2$–AuNPs had a mean diameter of 9 ± 2 nm and were...

Figure 3. SEM images of drop-cast (A–C) 5 nm and (D–F) 10 nm SiO$_2$–AuNPs catalyzing MACE for (A and D) 15 min, (B and E) 30 min, and (C and F) 60 min. Scale bars are 100 nm.

Figure 4. SEM images of NPSi produced via 60 min of modified MACE using drop-cast (A) 5 nm and (C) 10 nm SiO$_2$–AuNPs. Histograms of Au core (particle) and pore size distribution for the (B) 5 nm and (D) 10 nm SiO$_2$–AuNP MACE process. Scale bars are 500 nm.
shown to produce a mean pore size of $8 \pm 3$ nm and a porosity of $18.0 \pm 3\%$ (across three different samples) in the MACE process (Figure 4C,D). Some of the discrepancy between gold core size and final pore size can be attributed to pore deformation occurring as a result of SEM imaging, likely a result of the high-voltage electron beam effects on the Si. In addition, gold core size and pore size were characterized by TEM and SEM, respectively, which could also contribute to observed disagreement for the 10 nm sample. This approach is necessitated by the extreme difficulty of TEM sample preparation for the post-MACE high-porosity nanoporous silicon. Data from over 1000 pores and 400 particles are used for analysis. Similar results are observed over several micrometers of substrate, and the consistency of etching and coverage is solely limited by the SiO$_2$–AuNP monolayer quality and coverage. Even if particles are not assembled in ideal monolayers, the SiO$_2$ spacer ensures a minimum spacing of $\left(\frac{d_i}{4} \text{d}_{\text{AuNP}}\right)$, where $d_i$ is the particle diameter including the gold core and silica shell and $d_{\text{AuNP}}$ is the gold core diameter for up to a trilayer of SiO$_2$–AuNPs. The deposition of more than a monolayer does however result in a less controllable process by decreasing interpore spacing and increasing porosity unpredictably. As such, the ability to obtain large-area monolayer arrays of SiO$_2$–AuNPs on the Si surface is crucial for a successful result. Both the sub 10 nm pore sizes and $>12\%$ porosities achieved here represent advances over previous ground breaking work by Gaborski et al. that showed NPSi with 10–40 nm pore sizes and 1.44% porosity.\(^3\)

In addition to pore size and interpore spacing, pore depth and aspect ratio are essential metrics for the application of NPSi in membranes and thin films. This was investigated following MACE processing by filling the resulting NPSi pores with aluminum oxide (Al$_2$O$_3$) using ALD. ALD was used for the dual purpose of (1) preserving the nanoporous structure and (2) enhancing the image contrast of pores against the Si matrix during cross-sectional milling and SEM imaging, respectively. Cross sections were milled from 60 min MACE samples using focused ion beam milling (FIB) and were then imaged by SEM (Figure 5A,B). The highly conformal nature of the ALD growth and its ability to fill narrow, high aspect ratio structures allows for an accurate representation of the NPSi cross section. Pore filling was verified using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis within the pore area to show presence of Al and O within bright regions (e.g., Spot 1) and absence of these elements in dark regions (e.g., Spot 2, Figure 5B,C). EDS analysis revealed pore depths of over 500 nm for NPSi produced with both 5 nm (Figure 5A) and 10 nm (Figure 5B) SiO$_2$–AuNPs, yielding aspect ratios of over 100:1 for the 5 nm NPSi when coupled with the pore size data (Figure 4B). Such aspect ratios have not been previously demonstrated in MACE produced NPSi, with the best recent result being the fabrication of nanotrenches with aspect ratios of 65:1.\(^{35}\) A possible explanation for this result is the close proximity and consistent spacing of the catalytic AuNPs, which results in uniform hole injection across the entire substrate, yielding excellent anisotropy and producing high aspect ratio pores. Further support for this hypothesis is provided by the observation that 10 nm SiO$_2$–AuNP catalysts produced shallower nanopores than their 5 nm counterparts after an identical etching time (Figure 5A,B). Close observation of the interpore spacing for the 5 and 10 nm samples reveals more tightly packed pores in the 5 nm case. It is likely that the closer proximity of gold particles allowed for more homogeneous hole injection, and therefore a greater etching rate, resulting in deeper pores. To characterize the etching rate over time, cross-sectional samples of NPSi etched with 5 nm SiO$_2$–AuNP catalysts were imaged after 30 and 60 min (Figure S1). After 30 min of etching, pore depth reached approximately 200 nm, whereas 60 min of etching produced pores approximately 600 nm in depth. The slower rate over the first 30 min of etching may be a result of the time required for the consumption of the silica shell, reorientation of the gold core on the Si surface, and the initiation of etching. Therefore, a more accurate etch rate is obtained by considering the final 30 min of etching, during which time pores are produced in a direction normal to the surface at a rate of approximately 13 nm/min. This rate is not expected to be constant for increased etching times because of the diffusion-limited nature of the etching process.

A final important property of merit for the produced NPSi is chemical and physical stability. Requirements for chemical stability vary drastically with application and as such cannot all be addressed in this work. The demonstrated ability to deposit ultrastable materials such as Al$_2$O$_3$ onto the high-aspect ratio pore walls of the produced NPSi (Figure 5) shows that the material can be optimized both for many different applications and for maximum chemical stability. The physical stability of
the NPSi was investigated by comparing images of a just-produced sample with one stored in air for two months (Figure S2). The morphological similarity between the two samples indicates good structural stability of the material over time.

3. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a modified highly scalable MACE process that utilizes solution-deposited, self-assembled arrays of SiO$_2$—AuNPs as catalysts. The developed process improves on the conventional use of noble metal nanoparticle catalysts for the fabrication of NPSi by implementing silica shells as sacrificial spacer layers on AuNPs, which are consumed immediately prior to etching in the MACE solution, allowing for a simple two-step method for the synthesis of NPSi. The ordered, close-packed nature of the SiO$_2$—AuNPs prior to etching allows for homogeneous injection of holes into the Si substrate, resulting in the highly uniform anisotropic etching of nanopores along crystallographically preferred directions, with little observed lateral etching or clumping of AuNPs. We have demonstrated the ability of the process to produce NPSi with average pore size diameters as low as 6 nm, narrow pore size distributions, porosity of 12.5%, and pore aspect ratio of over 100:1 for substrate areas of many square micrometers. The realization of this novel morphology of Si has the potential to enable its use in numerous applications. Furthermore, the scalability, low cost, and high-throughput nature of the process provide promise for its economic viability in large-scale manufacturing.
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